
Biden Issues White House Proclamation
Declaring EASTER to be ‘Transgender Day of
Visibility’

By Cassandra MacDonald Mar. 30, 2024 7:30 am 1318 Comments

Joe Biden has issued a White House proclamation declaring
March 31 as “Transgender Day of Visibility.”

This March 31, of course, is Easter.
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“On Transgender Day of Visibility, we honor the extraordinary courage and
contributions of transgender Americans and reaffirm our nation’s commitment to
forming a more perfect union — where all people are created equal and treated
equally throughout their lives,” Biden wrote in the declaration.

“I am proud that my Administration has stood for justice from the start, working to
ensure that the LGBTQI+ community can live openly, in safety, with dignity and
respect. I am proud to have appointed transgender leaders to my Administration
and to have ended the ban on transgender Americans serving openly in our
military,” Biden continued. “I am proud to have signed historic Executive Orders that
strengthen civil rights protections in housing, employment, health care, education,
the justice system, and more. I am proud to have signed the Respect for Marriage
Act into law, ensuring that every American can marry the person they love.”

Biden wrote that “transgender Americans are part of the fabric of our Nation.”

The Democrat also complained that “extremists” are working to keep pornographic
books out of the hands of children — and to ban mutilating minors with “sex
change” operations.

Biden wrote, “extremists are proposing hundreds of hateful laws that target and
terrify transgender kids and their families — silencing teachers; banning books; and
even threatening parents, doctors, and nurses with prison for helping parents get
care for their children.”

“NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOSEPH R. BIDEN JR., President of the United States of America, by
virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the laws of the United
States, do hereby proclaim March 31, 2024, as Transgender Day of Visibility. I call
upon all Americans to join us in lifting up the lives and voices of transgender people
throughout our Nation and to work toward eliminating violence and discrimination
based on gender identity.”

“At the same time, my Administration is working to stop the bullying and
harassment of transgender children and their families.  The Department of
Justice has taken action to push back against extreme and un-American State
laws targeting transgender youth and their families and the Department of
Justice is partnering with law enforcement and community groups to combat
hate and violence.”

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2024/03/29/a-proclamation-on-transgender-day-of-visibility-2024/


Biden, who is Catholic, has also banned religious artwork from the White House
Easter egg competition.
Submit additional information.

Cassandra MacDonald
You can email Cassandra MacDonald here, and read more of
Cassandra MacDonald's articles here.
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Mon  
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− ⚑

4 hours ago

Special place in hell for somebody like him.

 243  0

Because I got high  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

4 hours ago

Wish he'd hurry up and check in

 132  0

WaveForm  

Reply

− ⚑

> Because I got high

3 hours ago

Me tooooooo!!!

 39  0

✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹  

Reply

− ⚑

> WaveForm
3 hours ago  edited

“ Transgender day of visibility “ , like in “
Nashville style “ Joe ?
Why is everything he supports always
evil ?
But I am looking forwards to the ‘ Easter
bunny bosses Joe Biden around ‘ videos
from tomorrow. �

 38  0

porches  

Reply

− ⚑

> ✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹
2 hours ago

Transgender Day of Disgrace!

 51  0

Jack  

Reply

− ⚑> porches

2 hours ago

How many in the clergy will inform their
�ock that our pResident has declared
Easter to be such a day?
They should! But will they?
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Reply

2 hours ago

Dear Joe, Mocking God is not a good
idea. Sincerely, A Concerned American

Lock Her Up! Build The Wall!

 34  0

EXFED Semi-Fascist  

Reply

− ⚑

> Deplorable Taxpayer
an hour ago

I’m pretty sure that the mentally ill were
already voting for Biden before this
cunning stunt. Joe must know that the
voting machines have already been set
to change Trump votes into Biden votes.

 11  0

I Didn't Vote For Them!  

Reply
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> EXFED Semi-Fascist
29 minutes ago

The day after Easter (April 1st)... is
Xiden's special, SPECIAL DAY!
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Ballbrkr  

Reply
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> Deplorable Taxpayer
26 minutes ago

That was my thought exactly. God is Not
going to be happy about this...

 5  0

MOSES  

Reply

− ⚑> Jack

an hour ago

Agreed! It's sick how they can
disrespect Christian holidays with no
push back! There should be outrage

 16  0

AbeSeeker  

Reply

− ⚑> MOSES

30 minutes ago

I surely am. Not surprised of course, but
how did this man remain among
leadership of this ONCE great nation for
so long? Cleaning THIS house may be
almost hopeless.
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A Sower Sowing.  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Jack 33 minutes ago

How many roman catholic churches will
follow in agreement?

 5  1

Vincent Phillips  

Reply

− ⚑

> A Sower Sowing.
18 minutes ago

None.

 2  0

Copperhead  

Reply

− ⚑

> Jack

an hour ago

501c3, so they will say nothing.

 6  2

canadianhegemony  

Reply

− ⚑

> Jack

11 minutes ago

Just how sick and disgusting can this
administration become that it chooses
to insult all of Christianity on the holiest
of day of the year?

Will we also be honoring transgenders
on April 10th for the Eid, the Muslim
holiday marking the end of Ramadan?

 0  0

motorhead  

Reply

− ⚑> Jack

13 minutes ago

Our local paper has a page for churches,
about a third of them have gone qear.
What has this country turned into ???

 0  0

ClioBer  − ⚑

> ✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹

an hour ago

"...where all people are created.."
God did not create for Adam a
transgender, but a female so that they
could procreate.
By failing to comply with these
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Reply

presuppositions, one falls into
immorality and offends the will of God.
But by now, if the Dems didn't take the
votes of the LGBT, foreigners, criminals
and even the deceased, they could close
up shop

 9  0

Kay Harbour  

Reply
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> ✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹
41 minutes ago

I'm looking forward to him on bended
knee explaining himself to God
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AbeSeeker  

Reply

− ⚑

> Kay Harbour

28 minutes ago

That will be an exceptionally brief
encounter.
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The Dreaded Beheaded  

Reply

− ⚑

> ✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹
18 minutes ago  edited

That's an easy question to answer:
Democrats are and have always been
evil. The only difference between
democrats of today and democrats of
yesteryear is surreptitiousness being a
necessity. Today, they gleefully expose
all the evil, fully knowing the masses are
now satisfactorily stupid.

 1  0

Herb Daniels  

Reply
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> ✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹
an hour ago  edited

He has risen and he thinks he's a girl
I just posted that because you confused
wrong headed right wingers think I'm
too old and forgetful
signed
Your President Joe Biden, along with
Beau. the White House Staff and
President Commie La Harris
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dude911  

Reply

− ⚑> WaveForm

3 hours ago

Proclamation banning religious beliefs?

 21  0

Blake Maxwell  

Reply

− ⚑

> Because I got high

3 hours ago

Not quite yet.
I want losing the election to end him.

 21  0

Saltherring  

Reply

− ⚑

> Blake Maxwell
2 hours ago

The Bible is �lled with examples of
death among those who sought to mock
the Almighty. Bidumb's mockery should
be counted among the worst of these.

 23  0

81 Million Votes  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Saltherring 2 hours ago

And the consequences of God removing
His blessings and protection of our
country is certainly in play. It seldomly
happens quickly—but incrementally over
time because of the patience and long
suffering of the Almighty.

 15  0

AbeSeeker  

Reply

− ⚑

> 81 Million Votes
20 minutes ago

Your post is chilling - particularly for
those who did vote for this fraud, and
those who altered votes toward him. Of
course, I've long thought that hand of
protection has been withdrawn, from
countless unrepentant rebels who
thought ...what could possibly go
wrong?

 1  0

ImStillaYankee  − ⚑
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Reply

> Saltherring

2 hours ago

Would have been great to see lightning
get him as he headed out for another
weekend at his multi-million dollar
beach house.

 10  0

GerryG  

Reply

− ⚑

> ImStillaYankee
2 hours ago

B eached
I n
D elaware
E njoying
N aps

 7  0

rocdajac  

Reply

− ⚑> GerryG

an hour ago

Biden
Compound Hebrew word
Means in judgment

 1  0

Longiron  

Reply

− ⚑> Blake Maxwell

2 hours ago

Not going to happen. The Republicans
do and did nothing about voter fraud.
Take it from there!

 10  1

Bryan Mason  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Longiron 2 hours ago

Exactly. Nothing has changed with the
voting system since the last 'election',
yet we think this time is going to be
different? We'll probably still be trying to
�ght the good �ght in the courts 3 years
into Biden's second term.
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Idonia  

Reply

− ⚑> Bryan Mason

2 hours ago

You mean Obama's fourth term.
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Bryan Mason  

Reply

− ⚑

> Idonia

an hour ago

I stand corrected.

 1  0

Funky3fc  

Reply

− ⚑

> Bryan Mason

2 hours ago

Yep..."Let's go vote harder," they tell us.
Whatever the hell that means...

 4  0

AbeSeeker  

Reply

− ⚑

> Bryan Mason

15 minutes ago

I thank God for warriors like Mike
Lindell, and MANY others who don't
have his visibility. God has always
"needed" only a few warriors - to prevail.

 0  0

Lisa a  

Reply

− ⚑> Longiron

an hour ago

There are more RINOs than
conservatives.

 4  0

Forrest  

Reply

− ⚑> Longiron

an hour ago

They have changed a bunch of stuff to
prevent fraud.

 2  0

Snoopy  

Reply

− ⚑

> Because I got high

3 hours ago

He already has but the guy in the mask is still
holding out a little longer.

 11  0

CL Hess  − ⚑> Because I got high

2 hours ago

Wish the SEALS could arrange the meeting.
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Reply 5  0

Courteney Cox  

Reply

− ⚑

> CL Hess

an hour ago

Rant and rave about the Military-
Industrial Complex while in the same
breath praise its attack dogs. Pathetic.

 1  0

Ballbrkr  

Reply

− ⚑

> Courteney Cox
22 minutes ago  edited

Your avatar is Eye AIDS. Make it stop
looking at me!���

 0  0

CL Hess  

Reply

− ⚑

> Courteney Cox

25 minutes ago

I believe, if you check my posts, that I
have never "ranted and raved" about the
military Industrial complex. I believe I
have actually commented very little
about the military in general, period. And
thus I think you are assuming facts not
in evidence. Not really uncommon these
days.

 0  0

TRAX  

Reply

− ⚑> Because I got high

3 hours ago

That's a rough proposition. Who would want
Harris as the �rst woman president.

They would mint coins with her crooked smile.

 3  0

Ohio Historian  

Reply

− ⚑

> TRAX

2 hours ago

Or at least $3 bills.

 5  0

GerryG  − ⚑

> Ohio Historian

2 hours ago
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Reply

 ou s ago

With the economy they ruined so bad, it
ought to be $13 bills . . . �

 0  0

ImStillaYankee  

Reply

− ⚑

> TRAX

2 hours ago

No, the coins would be minted with her
cackling face.

 1  0

aScarletPimpernel  

Reply

− ⚑

> Because I got high
an hour ago  edited

And take a bus load of others with him, especially
Piglosi, Schumer, McConnel, Murkowski, and
miss Lynsey Graham can drive the bus....

 2  0

ImStillaYankee  

Reply

− ⚑

> Because I got high

2 hours ago

Best comment of the day!

 0  0

KevinR.  

Reply

− ⚑> Because I got high

2 hours ago

They are busy bringing it here.

 0  0

Willie Brown  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

His handlers have directed him to do this to enrage
Christians and degrade America.

 42  0

John Truman  

Reply

− ⚑> Willie Brown

3 hours ago

His Bolshevik handlers' primary purpose is to
demoralize, delegitimize & destroy America.
The Founders wrote the Constitution to safeguard
our freedom. . . .
. . . .not to be hijacked by people who see
Americans as the enemy!
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ep y  0

FourHorsemen  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> John Truman 3 hours ago

Excerpt from a 1920 book The
'Protocols Serge Nilus:
(6) To this conception of statesmanship
the masses are contemptible cattle, and
the political leaders of the Citizens, "
upstarts from its midst as rulers, are
likewise blind in politics." They are
puppets, pulled by the hidden hand of
the " Elders," puppets mostly corrupt,
always ine�cient, easily coaxed, or
bullied, or blackmailed into submission,
unconsciously furthering the advent of
dominion.

(7) The Press, the theater, stock
exchange speculations, science, law
itself, are, in the hands that hold all the
gold, so many means of procuring a
deliberate confusion and bewilderment
of public opinion, demoralization of the
young, and encouragement of the vices
of the adult, eventually substituting, in
the minds of the Citizens, for the
idealistic aspiration of Christian culture
the " cash basis " and a neutrality of
materialistic skepticism, or cynical lust
for pleasure.
Page 114

 4  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑> Willie Brown

2 hours ago

BlowBama made the call…

 8  0

Joan van  − ⚑

> DavyCrockett

2 hours ago

Bama Hussein and his masters are
doing this. They love it when we keep
mocking the Pedo and blaming him.
They know he does not know where he
is or that he's even on planet earth.
We need to keep repeating who is really
destroying and corrupting our country.
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Reply 6  0

Saltherring  

Reply

− ⚑

> Joan van

2 hours ago

Yes, let Obongo and the other devil-
worshipers amongst them suffer the
same fate as Bidumb.

 3  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑> Joan van

2 hours ago

Scapegoat Joe… BlowBama is now 2nd
worst.

 1  0

Life Bread  

Reply

− ⚑

> DavyCrockett

2 hours ago

Of course it was him. Remember when
he was in o�ce he said See, I've
destroyed Christmas. Now it's time to
destroy Resurrection Day, too

 2  0

nobody important  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

It's past time to acknowledge that Bribem knows exactly
what he's doing, Obama may be running things but this evil
POS is mocking God openly and willingly!!

 17  0

Kryteon  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

Post Christian America.

 15  0

USAFirst  

Reply

− ⚑> Kryteon

3 hours ago

Our supposed leader is a Blasphemer. He is a
disgrace. In addition to his shameless evil, he has
tainted the Easter Bunny.

 14  0

2A_or_No_1A  − ⚑

> USAFirst
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Reply

> USAFirst

2 hours ago

He can’t even stop himself from sni�ng
the Easter Bunny??!!

Really, Joe??!! C’mon, man!

 1  0

Clayton Eveland  

Reply

− ⚑> Kryteon

2 hours ago

It seems.........I think more like "Post Christian
America Marketing Effort". Most people I talk to
are sick over this. We are not done yet.

 4  0

ShotGun Kitty  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

This is as perverse as #ShowersWithDaddy

 12  0

Bwana  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

Sure and begorrah....he wants to whack the little ones with
his shillelagh...did he consult with pope Franny...to get his
blessing...

 10  0

✝  Dauntless Notes ™ 🔹  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Bwana 3 hours ago

He stood in line for permission … and was so
happy to get it he crapped himself right in front of
the pontiff .

 3  0

FourHorsemen  

Reply

− ⚑> Bwana

3 hours ago

The Pope is a Jesuit aka Counter Reformation.

 1  1

Zayd Depaor  − ⚑

> FourHorsemen

2 hours ago

The Pope seems more on the
modernist, New AGe, Masonic, Socialist
vibe. Vatican II in�ltrated by Masons
promoting modernism. But all the
churches under the masonic secular
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Reply

churches under the masonic secular
ideology now.

 1  0

GerryG  

Reply

− ⚑

> FourHorsemen
2 hours ago

I think he's a Socialist. He was raised in
Nazi-friendly Argentina. He would have
been about 10-years old when Juan
Peron invited them in.

 0  0

Ballbrkr  

Reply

− ⚑> Bwana

20 minutes ago

Probably. The Popes are fellow PedoPhiles to
PedoJoe Bribum.

 0  0

81 Million Votes  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

Biden may as well just openly ask for God’s wrath upon our
country.

 7  0

Valentino Rossi  

Reply

− ⚑

> 81 Million Votes

an hour ago

He already has.

 3  0

Life Bread  

Reply

− ⚑> 81 Million Votes

2 hours ago

God is saving His wrath for the 7 year tribulation,
but we are already seeing His judgement--just
look at how we are being invaded, how we have
become the laughing stock of the world, the
lawfare against us, and of course how we have
abandoned Israel will bite us hard. We are in the
biggest spiritual battle ever, and people had better
pick the right side with Jesus soon

 3  0

Ram  − ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago  edited

All Democrats own this.
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Reply

Even your Democrat loving, devout Christian Aunt Matilda

 7  0

lizardmansc  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

3 hours ago

It's called "The Really Hot Seat".

 7  0

Trucker Bill  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

And any Christian that voted for him

 5  0

nobody important  

Reply

− ⚑

> Trucker Bill

2 hours ago

No Christians voted for Bribem, a follower of
Christ would have discernment to see what evil
was present in his campaign, fake/false
Christians outnumber true followers by a large
margin, but I understand your point.

 4  0

GerryG  

Reply

− ⚑

> nobody important
2 hours ago

I can't equate being a Christian
Democrat . . .

 2  0

Valentino Rossi  

Reply

− ⚑

> GerryG

an hour ago

Dims are the party of the father of lies.

 3  0

nobody important  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> GerryG an hour ago

Me neither.

 0  0

Life Bread  − ⚑

> nobody important

2 hours ago

I agree with you
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Reply

I agree with you

 1  0

Firestopper  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

God will not be mocked.
Especially when we are commemorating our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ.

 4  0

Ken  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

Hear ye! Hear Ye! King Biden has issued a Proclamation
annulling, appending, or usurping your petty religious
celebration. Hence forth this day will be known as
Transgender Day of Visibility. Calendar makers are hereby
instructed to amend their calendars accordingly. Summary
death awaits any that dare misuse pronouns on this sacred
day.

Lincoln's Proclamation of Emancipation has just been
trumped.

 4  0

Fount  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

God is very patient.

Hell is for all eternity. There’s a reserved place in Hell for
Beijing Biden and his entire crime syndicate.

 3  0

TRILO  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

Hell is too good of a place.

 3  0

Carol Briggs Slaten  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

Someone told him to do that but he is still responsible for
doing it. I have no words to describe how much he
disgusts me. I hope he meets with the devil soon.

 2  0

K. West  − ⚑> Mon

19 minutes ago

His supporters are no different.
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Reply

His supporters are no different.

 1  0

GingerWithAttitude  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

This is blasphemy, pure and simple. Catholic indeed.

 1  0

Dennis the menaced  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

Dante's h3ll will have to add three levels lower to even
begin to get him close to where he belongs !

 1  0

Mrusa  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

an hour ago

And that day can't arrive early enough.

 1  0

Chris McDonald  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

Don't forget them. Extra special place for perverts

 1  0

publiusnj  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

17 minutes ago

So why did he pick Easter for Transgender Day? He
probably was trying to hit on a kid who he thought was of
one sex dressed up as a rabbit for Easter, but the kid was
TG. So, Biden was delighted to �nd out that he had gotten a
double pleasure. So, that is why Joey hears Easter and
thinks Transgender. It is the way that twisted guy thinks.

 0  0

Warp Speed  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

25 minutes ago  edited

Right next to LBJ and McNamara

 0  0

Graanco  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

36 minutes ago

I am so clueless…. What is the point or agenda of all the
poo? It doesn’t make sense to alienate over 80% of the
population by this. Someone explain my confusion

 0  0
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Ballbrkr  

Reply

− ⚑> Graanco

11 minutes ago

We have All put our heads down for years, went to
work for our families, and expected people to act
right and leave us alone. Dastardly Evil people
crept into power at All Levels and Now are
running a coordinated attempt in Destroying
America, it's Founding Principles, and American
Citizens. They want to divide us with this Evil BS,
along with every other distraction and fake news
they throw at Us. I for 1 will Not Comply! We far
Outnumber them and we have God on our side.
They will Not win.

 1  0

Funky3fc  

Reply

− ⚑> Mon

2 hours ago

No doubt

 0  0

AmericanPatriot  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

This is a purposeful affront to Christianity...and on Easter. Absolutely
shameful.

 55  0

animal cracker  

Reply

− ⚑> AmericanPatriot

3 hours ago

Words fail me.

 10  0

Joey Zamboni  

Reply

− ⚑> AmericanPatriot

2 hours ago

As a professed Catholic, one would think JB would
mention the celebration of the resurrection of Jesus, the
highest Holy Day for Christians, at least once...???

The only 'lip service' he gives to his faith is the 'year of our
Lord' citation in his signature...

Nothing but a virtue signaling pandering to a very small
percentage of the population...

 2  0

breitbartcensorship  − ⚑> AmericanPatriot

3 hours ago
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Reply

He is in line with the current Pope. Left wing socialist.
Abortion is just a choice. Man made global warming is a
problem above all else.

 2  0

badge0913  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

What a disgusting, disgrace of a human piece of excrement this
loser is!!!!

 40  0

Random Precision  

Reply

− ⚑> badge0913

3 hours ago

This × 1000!

Just when you think that decrepit old piece of 💩 can't get
any lower... he somehow �nds a way.

 6  0

Suchen  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

If you ask me he´s intentionally mocking Jesus! ??

 34  0

MerryChristmas  

Reply

− ⚑> Suchen

3 hours ago

Clearly.

 17  0

Rene Smith  

Reply

− ⚑> Suchen

3 hours ago

That was my thought too. The abomination of desolation. I
thought I'd seen it all itactually shocked me

 8  0

Saltherring  

Reply

− ⚑> Suchen

3 hours ago

I do not think it is possible to fumigate the White House
after these devils have squatted there. Burn it....and the
rest of Washington DC....to the ground.

 6  0

Life Bread  − ⚑> Saltherring

2 hours ago

I'm sure BiDung has already replaced Obama's
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Reply

prayer rugs there. I'm surprised he didn't declare
Ramadan as our holiest days and that
Mohammed is our saviour

 2  0

Wolf  

Reply

− ⚑> Saltherring

2 hours ago

The WH will need an Exorcism when they leave to
get rid of all the demons.

 2  0

Life Bread  

Reply

− ⚑> Wolf

2 hours ago

Melania did that before, she can do it
again

 3  0

Cher56  

Reply

− ⚑> Suchen

3 hours ago

It's obvious..

 2  0

ur yer  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

I'm sure Americans will embrace this new special day with all the
enthusiasm we have shown for "Juneteenth and Kwanza"!! �

 34  0

Trumpism  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

Transgender is mental illness. Why would anyone celebrate mental
illness

 30  0

Hugo Stiglitz  

Reply

− ⚑> Trumpism

3 hours ago

Destroy the family unit and weaken the nation. Right out of
the marxist playbook.

 17  0

Saltherring  

Reply

− ⚑> Trumpism

3 hours ago

Not mental illness....demonic possession.

 4  0
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rottenrollin  

Reply

− ⚑> Trumpism

3 hours ago

ASK A DEMOCRAT

 4  0

gingerdog  

Reply

− ⚑> rottenrollin

3 hours ago

I call them Demarxists.

 1  0

Tom Servo  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

It's almost as if he is going out of his way to upset people and crap
all over their beliefs. Okay, not "as if"

 23  0

Seeker  

Reply

− ⚑> Tom Servo

4 hours ago

Every time he opens his demonic mouth.

 17  0

Karen CFL  

Reply

− ⚑> Seeker

3 hours ago

Well he just got a double dose of BS from two of
his "let's see what kind of horror we can in�ict
upon white Christian MAGA people" idea planters!
Evil BHO and despicable POS Clinton.....

 12  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑

> Karen CFL

2 hours ago

BlowBama and Slick Willie

 0  0

King Baker  

Reply

− ⚑> Tom Servo

3 hours ago  edited

They have done it for years. This is just the latest. We have
allowed them to take over every Christian Symbol, Holiday
with those of Satanic Beliefs.

 8  0

Steve Onahill  − ⚑

3 hours ago
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Reply

Transgender can identify whatever gender they want. I'm not
obligated to play along with that. Don't come into my world and
demand I accept their worldview.

 22  0

notadumbblonde  

Reply

− ⚑> Steve Onahill

2 hours ago

Truth; one can live, but the moment you don't LET live, I'm
standing my ground.

 1  0

TxNRA  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Why don't just slap every Christian across the face .... oh .. they did.
Declaring the day that our savior arose to be "trans" anything is
unforgivable.

 20  0

Kazzdo10  

Reply

− ⚑> TxNRA

2 hours ago

And very intentional... this guy needs to go.

 5  0

notadumbblonde  

Reply

− ⚑> TxNRA

2 hours ago

Christians have overcome worse, their fath can withstand
this.

 4  0

Jim J. Hill  

Reply

− ⚑> TxNRA

2 hours ago

Any (Religious denomination) ….. thinking about voting “LIE
Biden”

…Pease reconsideration,

 1  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑> TxNRA

2 hours ago

BlowBama mandate…

 0  0

Colin  − ⚑

4 hours ago

Biden is not a Catholic or a Christian, he is a leftist.
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Reply 19  0

WaveForm  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

3 hours ago

Ya..........and a POS communist socialist dem!!!

 10  0

rottenrollin  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

3 hours ago

Satanist

 9  0

Cuffs  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

3 hours ago

Actually Biden is an empty suit. He believes in &values
nothing.
Just look at his children & the way he treats his dogs. No
one respects Joe, they just use him & he’s happy to comply.

 6  0

amelia  

Reply

− ⚑> Cuffs

2 hours ago

The only person Joseph Robinette Biden cares
about is Joseph Robinette Biden. I would have
added Satan to the list but Satan isn't a person.
He doesn't even really care about his dead son
because he uses his memory to further Joseph
Robinette Biden's agenda. He only mentions Beau
in times of tragedy so he can make it about
himself.

 4  0

Life Bread  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

an hour ago

A demon possessed leftist

 3  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

2 hours ago

Satanic Minion…

 3  0

breitbartcensorship  − ⚑> Colin

2 hours ago

Yep. Even Stalin brought out the church patriarch
(Orthodox Catholic Pope equivalent) during WW2
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Reply

(Orthodox Catholic Pope equivalent) during WW2.

 2  0

Ballbrkr  

Reply

− ⚑> Colin

6 minutes ago

And -A Pedophile, a Traitor, and a 50 year Corrupt politician.

 0  0

Amber  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Nothing can change the fact That My Savior Lives! He Is Risen! Let
"man" do or say what ever they choose. Jesus is Alive! Amen!

 17  0

Terry Suchman  

Reply

− ⚑> Amber

2 hours ago

Amen!

 1  0

Hang on a sec  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

And our congressional Republicans would still rather have Biden
than Trump as President.

They are sabotaging Trump at every turn.

Let that sink in.

 14  0

DavyCrockett  

Reply

− ⚑> Hang on a sec

2 hours ago  edited

Swamp runs deep and they all have family members as
bag men like Baby Hunter.

 1  0

Joe Nunya Business  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

On the most Holy day and weekend of the Christian and Catholic
calendar, this is what you get from the "Catholic" Joe Biden..........
What a Filthy, Disgusting SOB.

 14  0

Josse Wells  

Reply

− ⚑> Joe Nunya Business

3 hours ago

The pope probably gave joe the idea.
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Reply 5  0

Joe Nunya Business  

Reply

− ⚑

> Josse Wells

3 hours ago

Remember Joe said that the Pope said, he was a
"Good" Catholic.

 3  0

amelia  

Reply

− ⚑> Josse Wells

2 hours ago

Yep, we went from the dope pope washing and
kissing the feet of female prisoners to THIS
perversion of Easter Sunday. Frankie has a foot
fetish, and Joey sniffs little girls. Both are creeps.

 2  0

Gluteus Maximus Pimple Art  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

How is it something that impacts 1 in 3000 has been elevated to the
most important policies and interests in the nation of 330 million
people?

Because it is the last step towards evil enslavement of the world to
upside down world that has been inverted by the perverted.

 14  0

lovearepublican  

Reply

− ⚑

> Gluteus Maximus Pimple Art

3 hours ago

Called Satan and his demons.

 5  0

Charley Varrick  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

To the Trans Community:
Don't tell me I have to accept you for who you are when you couldn't
accept yourself for who you were.

 13  0

eileen_mcrae  

Reply

− ⚑> Charley Varrick

2 hours ago

Exactly, you have ''hit the nail on the head.''

 3  0

12thraven  − ⚑> Charley Varrick

2 hours ago
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Reply

2 hours ago

And still are.

 2  0

GregB  

Reply

− ⚑> Charley Varrick

2 hours ago

Well said

 2  0

Kevin  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

Satanic.

 12  0

Mikey  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

In a normal country Biden would be in a mental hospital.

 12  0

GREG LINDQUIST  

Reply

− ⚑> Mikey

2 hours ago

In his administration the Whitehouse is a mental ward

 2  0

Ballbrkr  

Reply

− ⚑> Mikey

4 minutes ago

Or GITMO for his Traitorous deals.

 1  0

Steamed  

Reply

− ⚑> Mikey

2 hours ago

Old folks' home.

 1  0

MekongDelta68-70  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Dementia Joey is beyond sick.

Vote for Trump on November 5th.

 12  0

Jim J. Hill  − ⚑> MekongDelta68-70

2 hours ago

TY…could not have said it better…
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Reply

If U can’t vote Trump …choose RFK jr.

 2  0

Dadgummit Y'all ✔ Vili�ed  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Christmas is all about Santa Claus and greed. Easter is all about
candy and bunnies. These freaks have removed the reasons for the
seasons. They have removed God. If you love your kids, take them to
church.

 12  0

CrimsonDear  

Reply

− ⚑> Dadgummit Y'all ✔ Vili�ed

3 hours ago  edited

You are close, Easter is about worshipping a god of fertility
Ostara, cause what bunnies do you know that lay eggs?
Christmas is the same thing but worship of Satan
(anagram for Satan is Santa) supposedly also worship of
Baal. Though these pagan holidays started to get mixed
with Christian holidays I think when Christianity became
legal, but I'm not totally sure.

Edit. As for the connection to Satan to Santa is more than
just the name, there is scripture that backs it up. Isaiah
14:13. Remember that Santa lives at the north pole? I could
reference a couple other things but this is the most
convincing.

 1  1

Dadgummit Y'all ✔ Vili�ed  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> CrimsonDear 27 minutes ago

I was referencing these holidays as Christians
know them. I know all about Druidic holidays
being appropriated, but that hardly seems
pertinent now.

 1  0

CrimsonDear  

Reply

− ⚑

> Dadgummit Y'all ✔ Vili�ed
20 minutes ago  edited

Fair enough, I'm just sick of the
symbolism in it all that is blatantly
obvious. It may have come off as
correction, but I meant it mostly to
inform those who didn't know.

 0  0

2A_or_No_1A  − ⚑> CrimsonDear
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Reply

2 hours ago

You’re a bundle of laughs…sarc/

 1  0

CrimsonDear  

Reply

− ⚑

> 2A_or_No_1A
2 hours ago  edited

Reality isn't only made out of laughter,
joy, and rainbows. Sickness abounds
and recognizing it is the �rst step to
change. Can't change anything if you
don't know that there is something
wrong.

 0  0

more beer  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

I declare everyday the Biden day of stupidity.

 12  0

Bruiser in Houston  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

There is no such thing as "transgender." Just mental illness.

 11  0

Howard Beale  

Reply

− ⚑> Bruiser in Houston

an hour ago

Just as they steal our language and symbols, i.e. gay,
rainbow

Maybe we need to do just what you say and make the word
"transgender" mean mentally ill!

 4  0

geo_sav  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

De�nitely Obama's �ngerprints are all over it.

 11  0

umpwuggly  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

Why pick the Christians' holiest day? Why not a day during "Pride
Month"? If anyone still thinks there isn't a war against
Judeo/Christian religion in the U.S. You're wrong!

 10  0
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Mikey  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Its beyond words how sick this pervert is.

 10  0

TwistedMister  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago  edited

I'm so old I remember when we used to treat schizophrenia with
medications and therapy, now we reward it with parades and cabinet
appointments.

 9  0

1-2-1  

Reply

− ⚑> TwistedMister

2 hours ago

I remember when they treated it with round rooms and
electricity!

 0  0

kicnbac  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Biden is headed for a very bad place.

 9  0

Jim J. Hill  

Reply

− ⚑> kicnbac

2 hours ago

VERY BAD..
His approval is less than 10%….
My guess it dropped after this article!

 0  0

ResidentBrandon  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

The mentally incapacitated celebrating the mentally ill.

Sounds right.

 9  0

Pam…PAM PAM!!  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago  edited

“But whoever causes one of these little ones who believes in me to
stumble, it would be better for him that a millstone be hung around
his neck and he were thrown into the sea” - Mark 9:42

 9  0

George Orwell − ⚑
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George Orwell  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Correct me if I'm wrong but don't these mental patients already have
a month to celebrate their insanity. What an a-hole.

 9  0

Markov  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

They are rubbing our noses in their ill-gotten power. They must pay
dearly for that.

 9  0

Mr. Thatcher  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Obama �nally got a holiday for Big Mike.

 8  0

GregB  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Those people are psychotics and need to be institutionalized, NOT
honored.

 8  0

Carol Jordan  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

I hate him

 8  0

Ram  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Why don’t republicans declare days or months special?

White history month
Heterosexual day
Junetwenty th

 8  0

JakeOvomit  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago  edited

These two pieces of trash are an absolute disgrace. To be such a
lowlife and be president is disgusting.
To try and make Easter into some transgender crap is beyond me.

 8  0

DavyCrockett  − ⚑> JakeOvomit

2 hours ago
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Reply

 ou s ago

Pedo Pete…

 1  0

SoundMind  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

While some question whether President Trump is a Christian, at
least he didn't have cross-dressers parading their naked, pasted-on
body parts on the White House lawn. The Bidens have made the
people's house XX rated!

 8  0

Rene Smith  

Reply

− ⚑> SoundMind

3 hours ago

Kind of like when Jesus ran out all the people at the temple
for desecrating his father's house

 1  0

Clutchdriven  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

These democrats are a sick bunch for sure.

 8  0

Ram  

Reply

− ⚑> Clutchdriven

3 hours ago

All Democrats are

Even your Democrat loving, devout Christian aunt Matilda

All Democrats vote for, support, and applaud the mockery
of Christ.

If they stay a�liated with evil they enable evil to reign.

 1  0

WadeBaker  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago

That's them mocking you again.

 8  0

Revo Lucienow  

Reply

− ⚑

4 hours ago  edited

And the decline continues..thanks kenyan

 8  0

Installed Puppet Boy  − ⚑

32 minutes ago
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Reply

32 minutes ago

Someone please tell me this an Onion or Babylon Bee headline.

 7  0

CallSign_CornPop609  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Installed Puppet Boy 26 minutes ago

Okay: this is an Onion or Babylon Bee headline.

More better? Sorry.....I wish it were true.

.

Remember to spay and neuter your liberals

 3  0

McQueen7  

Reply

− ⚑> Installed Puppet Boy

28 minutes ago  edited

Yes, they are indeed funny, satirical humorists, but in the
case of this administration,
"Fact is FUNNIER than Fiction!"
.
At this point, we all need to keep smiling until November.

 1  0

Ben  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

Remember this when someone tries to claim he's a Catholic. A
Catholic would not take the celebration of one of the most pivotal
events in the faith and rede�ne it as a day of perversion. This dude is
sick in the head.

 7  0

Commie-Crusher  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

This is pure Communist subversion.

The leaders of the Communist power structure view God as
competition. They cannot have people believe that their rights and
freedoms come from God as this undermines their authority. They
demand that the people only answer to the State... The State is their
god. They know that faith in God is their most powerful resistance to
their power and control so they took him out of our schools and our
government. They have already in�ltrated and corrupted thousands
of churches.

 7  0

Follow blindly, NOT  − ⚑

an hour ago
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Reply

Putting on women’s clothes when your a biological male, or a
woman wearing men’s clothing does NOT change what you were
born as!!!!

XX equals a girl / woman born with a vagina
XY equals a boy / man born with a penis

These two facts will never change no matter what you do to your
body!

 7  0

Commie-Crusher  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

This all started with the normalization of homosexuals...>
Transgenders...> �nal goal pedophilia.

 7  0

OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds  

 

Reply

− ⚑

> Commie-Crusher an hour ago

Don't forget bestiality--some of these degenerates are into
it.

 4  0

Commie-Crusher  

Reply

− ⚑

> OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds
an hour ago

The normalization of that will come after
pedophilia...

 2  0

OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds

Reply

− ⚑

> Commie-Crusher
an hour ago

then, necrophilia.

There is nothing I wouldn't put past
them.

 1  0

h5mind  

Reply

− ⚑

> OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds

an hour ago

And once they manage to shut down enough
farms, cannibalism will become very popular
among the godless.
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OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds

Reply

− ⚑

> h5mind
an hour ago

That "reporter" on CNN tried it.

 1  0

trapper  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

What a kick in the teeth to Christians and to the traditions of the
USA.

 7  0

OneOfMargaretSangersWeeds  

Reply

− ⚑

> trapper

an hour ago

We are talking about the anti-Christ Demoncratic Party
after all...

 4  0

Cy  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

It bothers me that Biden does this in an election year. Normally
democrats start moderating their evil by now.

 7  0

Uncommon Sense  

Reply

− ⚑> Cy

an hour ago

He's not worried, he knows the dems have the "best
election fraud team on Earth".

 1  0

Ralf  

Reply

− ⚑> Cy

an hour ago

cheaters cheat especially when cheaters cheating wins

 0  0

< Worthless POS  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

Biden has zero redeeming qualities.
He's an absolute POS.

 7  0

UltraConservative  − ⚑

2 hours ago

This is blasphemous These people are vile disgusting
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Reply

This is blasphemous. These people are vile, disgusting.....

 7  0

Jonathan Doe  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Jesus sees all and will judge accordingly. Jesus sees your beginning
and your end Joe. You can mock Him all you want Joe but in the
end, you will be weeping and gnashing your teeth.

 7  0

FJB324  

Reply

− ⚑> Jonathan Doe

2 hours ago  edited

Same for everyone protecting and serving him through this.

 4  0

Mikey  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Then he announced its Shower with Your Daughter Day.

 7  0

TPOrchestra .  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

I'm speechless. No, this story is not from the Babylon Bee.

 7  0

Voice of Reason  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

They say the devil is in the details. I say it resides in our White
House.

 7  0

Jim J. Hill  

Reply

− ⚑> Voice of Reason

2 hours ago

I say U are totally Right!

He & Hunter…..Took their cocaine to Camp David!

 1  0

despotinwaiting  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

As a Nashvillian who watched in horror as one of their crew
massacred six people including three eight year old children in the
Covenant School slaughter at this sacred time of year, I think these
degenerates have plenty of visibility already.
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DiMu  

Reply

− ⚑> despotinwaiting

2 hours ago

Well said!

 2  0

CL Hess  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

They promised us in the Bible that we would see them expose their
sinfulness and relationship with the devil. How very true it is.

 7  0

David Benioff  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

and satan smiles.

 7  0

G8trump  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Sick of this mental illness being shoved down my throat.

 7  0

ljm4  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Big mistake to mock God.
Hugely big mistake.

 7  0

jerry rogers  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Biden is not a Christian. just a pos.

 7  0

MerryChristmas  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

This all began when Obama lit the White House with rainbow colors.
Remember that?

 7  0

patriot forever  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Mental illness day of visibility.

 7  0

Meliss ⚑> t i t f
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Meliss  

Reply

− ⚑> patriot forever

3 hours ago

That would require holding the meds.

 0  0

Dan D  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

Not really surprised. This is a guy who thought it was ok to shower
with his daughter

 7  0

Seeker  

Reply

− ⚑

3 hours ago

The guy Rapd his own daughter, let that sink in.

 7  0

Don  

Reply

− ⚑

29 minutes ago

364 other days he could pick to honor the pervert mentally ill
deviants. Yet he picks the Holiest day of the year.
How sick.

 6  0

Edward Marquis  

Reply

− ⚑> Don

24 minutes ago

This is not by accident. They are laughing right in our
faces.

 3  0

dummycrat nation  

Reply

− ⚑

31 minutes ago

Joe, go back to �nger painting with your feces in the basement.

 6  0

H8LBRLS  

Reply

− ⚑

42 minutes ago

How about Brandon’s Day of Invisibility 👹

 6  0

CopyKatnj  − ⚑

42 minutes ago

Whether the pResident is Christian or not does not matter. This
country is predominately Christian and he just insulted a vast
majority of the population's religious believe. He would not do this to
any other religion or group, he and his political party are showing
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Reply

their contempt for those he considers an enemy. They call us names
all the time and we should not except them as anything other than
our mortal enemy as well. They need to be ended, soon.

 6  0

manmyth  

Reply

− ⚑> CopyKatnj

37 minutes ago

We know them by their fruits. Joe's fruits are rotten.

 1  0

Gordon  

Reply

− ⚑> CopyKatnj

37 minutes ago

Amazing to see Americans to volenteer to go to Ukraine, to
their deaths, but no1 has liveded up to their Oath, 'To
Protect and Defend Against All Enemies, Both Foreign &
Domestic.' They are that: 'Domestic Enemy' my Ancestors
warn U.S. of!

 0  0

Jay  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

"Biden Issues White House Proclamation Declaring EASTER to be
‘Transgender Day of Visibility’."

1. A pervert celebrating other perverts on a Holy Day.

2. Only a democrat would do this.

3. I wonder why Biden didn't declare a "Transgender Day of Visibility"
on Ramadan?

 6  0

Rick Riddley  

Reply

− ⚑> Jay

an hour ago

Declaring it on Ramadan would disrespect terrorists.

 5  0

Al Nonymous  

Reply

− ⚑

> Rick Riddley

37 minutes ago

I know we're not supposed to say this (�) but
radical islamist (sic) and jihadist terrorists.

 2  0

Otha45  − ⚑

an hour ago  edited

Trump is out selling bibles and Biden is smacking God in the face If
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Reply

Trump is out selling bibles and Biden is smacking God in the face. If
your a Christian the choice could not be more clear.

 6  0

Ricovali  

Reply

− ⚑

an hour ago

Why didn't he declare this during Ramadan?

 6  0

I_Themistocles  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago  edited

What Would Jesus Do to this man who openly blasphemes Easter
Sunday and contradicting the Teachings of Our Lord?

 6  0

jeff vw  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

More proof that everything from this administration is satanic.

 6  0

Sid 6.7  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

And yet the Church won't excommunicate him.

 6  0

guest  

Reply

− ⚑> Sid 6.7

2 hours ago

Exactly what I was going to say!! But then, remember who
sits on the Papal chair, another one just like him!

 3  0

LillyVonShtupp  

Reply

− ⚑> Sid 6.7

2 hours ago

Because the church is the wh or e of babylon.

 1  0

Eat Cake  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

So, in other words it will be Sexual Mental Illness Day.

 6  0

American Beagle  

R l

− ⚑> Eat Cake

2 hours ago

Bingo
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Reply 0  0

Anthony  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

He should be banned from every church in the country. He is a
demon. A weak, pathetic, disgraceful traitor to this country and to
the American people.

 6  0

DoubleBubbleTrouble  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Biden bastardizes everything. What a POS

 6  0

BonnieP  

Reply

− ⚑> DoubleBubbleTrouble

2 hours ago

He's been told to say that, he doesn't care as long as he
gets paid.

 1  0

DoubleBubbleTrouble  

Reply

− ⚑

> BonnieP

an hour ago

Obiden

 0  0

Danny Caine  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

This administration is evil

 6  0

raoberlin  

Reply

− ⚑> Danny Caine

2 hours ago

Beyond evil.

 1  0

KP1708  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

There is no such thing as a transgender, nothing changes.

 6  0

DoubleBubbleTrouble  − ⚑> KP1708

2 hours ago

The idea id gender change didn't exist until the dr john
money in the late 50s!
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Reply 0  0

GerryG  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Such GOOD Catholics . . . Couldn't wait one more day?

What was wrong with April Fools Day? Optics? 😒

 6  0

Paul Nelson  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Biden* has really crossed the line with this. I hope he goes full
Mondale (49-1) in November. California will be the 1.

 6  0

Democrats are Evil Groomers  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

What is his next move? Making Christmas a Day of Abortion
Visibility or a Day of Pedophile Visibility?

 6  0

American Beagle  

Reply

− ⚑

> Democrats are Evil Groomers

2 hours ago

Probably !

 3  0

Popp40  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

Heavenly Father,

Please do not let these individuals continue to mock and disrespect
You. Please hold them accountable for their actions and show that
their evil ways will not be tolerated. Open their eyes, minds, but most
importantly their souls to Your word and Spirit so they see the error
of their evil ways.

I also ask that You give us the strength to �ght the Good Fight and
teach Your word. However, if we fail to do this then I understand why
America will end up like all the others who have turned their back on
You. In Your name I pray people open their eyes before that
happens.

In Your Holy Name,

Amen.
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zonablue  
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2 hours ago

Better yet, Lord, just strike them dead!! Amen!!

—Vietnam Vet, 68-69; Honest Metro Cop, retired in �yover
country—
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Mark Tyler  

Reply
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2 hours ago

Jesus is King . Biden and Obama have a free ticket to Hell.
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TwoGeese Flying  

Reply
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2 hours ago

No. Its the day of Christ’s resurrection.
Denying it doesn’t replace it.

 6  0

pethal me  

Reply

− ⚑

2 hours ago

God is slow to anger, full of mercy, and always willing to forgive.
However, only a fool would underestimate his wrath. God’s justice is
perfect, �nal, and everlasting.
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libsRchildren  

Reply
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2 hours ago

Sorry Joey but Christians already claimed that day. You remember
that don't you, a little thing called the resurrection?
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Mikey  

Reply
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2 hours ago

This is hate speech, he has insulted billions of Christians.
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picric_acid  

Reply
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2 hours ago

It is also sacrilege.
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Lisa  − ⚑
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Gross mfer
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Charley Varrick  − ⚑

2 hours ago  edited

Don't forget what the Regime did when six Christians were
murdered, including three Children and the administration said more
to honor the Trans murderer than the victims, its pass time for you to
wake up citizens!

⥅
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